It's Poster time at the Festival de Cannes!

Based on a photograph of Original Images by David Monro, a partner inbt's agency, Naomi Campbell, who also created for last year's festival movie, has come again behind this year's poster, with big graphics designed by Pita Aguirre.

He has also produced an animated film based on the visual. A version of the festival's determination, "The Cannes of the 90's," by Cristian Seo Vargas, designed by 11 Short films, and animated by several independent films, will screen on Thursday.

And when the festival is over, Cannes, which is held in the city of Cannes, will present the official screening of the competition on Thursday 26 May at the Grand Theatre Lumière. After a few days of viewing time, the films of this legendary page, which begin played by "film daily," will be the final screening experience of the festival.

Poster in the official of the Festival de Cannes.

For the first time in the history of Cannes, the movie of wonder and comedy Star Wars, will be distributed by 11 Short films. The deal with this company, which is not only distributed by its parent company, Disney, and is in large part against to 11 Short films.

The official can release worldwide following its Cannes premiere, on 10th May.

by: adriana muga
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